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Stability of Propagating long Ion Ring Layer

Shigeo KAWATA, Keishiro NIU and Mitsuru IKEDAf

Department of Energy Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227

An energy principle is developed to derive a sufficient

condition for treating the low frequency stability of an axi-

symmetric infinitely-long rotating ion layer which propagates

along the axis. This kind of a long ion layer may be used as

an energy deiver in LIB-ICF.

Ion Particles that carry both the axial and azimuthal

currents are described in the Vlasov formalism while the motion

of background plasma is approximately analyzed by using the

two-fluid equations. Stability boundaries are plotted in a

parameter space regarding an ion layer propagating in the rare-

fied plasma.

Present address: Hitachi works, Hitachi Ltd, 3-1-1, Saiwai-cho,

Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki 3119.
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§1. Introduction

Owing to the recent development for producing a high power

light-ion beam (LIB), ' LIB is seriously considered as a possi-

ble driver for pellet fusion. ' Mainly this concapt is con-

cer ed with the method of plasma channels proposed and investi-

gated theoretically and experimentally for LIB propagation in

3-4)
a reactor. '

Nevertheless the ion beam is confined in the plasma channel

only by the Lorentz force due to azimuthal magnetic field (Bg).

Such a plasma is well known to be unstable in the rarefied back-

ground plasma. ' ' If instabilities appear during the period

of LIB propagation, the ion beam has a possibility not to reach

a pellet. In order to restrain the instabilities in the rare-

fied plasma,another component of magnetic field is required.

The work reported in this article is an extension of Sudan

and Rosenbluth's calculation •" in which the general energy

8)
principle is given for the system conserving only the total

angular momentum. In this paper, the total momentum in the

axial direction is taken into consideration as a constant of

motion for the system. Thus our system is independent of the

91
axial direction to form an ICF driver. •" In this point, our

purpose differs from Sudan and Rosenbluth's.

§2. Theoretical Model and Equilibrium

2.1. Theoretical model

The model we adopt here consists of (i) the energetic

rotating and propagating ions defined by a distribution function

f0C x, r, t) that is governed by the Vlasov equation and (ii)

(2)



a cold, co l l i s i on l e s s background plasma described by the e-

quations of motion of the two f l u id s ,

dm, .
nimi~dT= n.e.(lE+V£), CD

x i , (2)
c C

together with the electron and ion continuity equations. The

inertia of electron is neglected in eq.(2). We also demand the

charge neutrality expressed by

niei + neee + nbeb

Subscripts i, e and b refer to the cold ions, electrons and

beam ions, respectively; m, n, u and e denote the mass, number

density, fluid velocity and charge, respectively; I and 1 are

the electric and magnetic fields.

2.2. Equilibrium

In equiliblium, let n =».=E=0. For the beam ions, any

distribution function fQ(x,T) that is a function only of the

constants of the motion of single-particle in the equilibrium

state is a solution of the syeady-state (3/9t=O) ion Vlasov

equation. Let us employ a cylindrical polar coordinate system

(r, 9, z) as is shown in Fig.l. The main assumptions regarding

the equilibrium configuration are as follows:

(a) The ion layer in equilibrium is independent of z

(3/3z = 0) and 9 (8/36 = 0).

(3)



(b) The radial thickness 2a of the ion-layer is much small-

er than its major radius , i.e.,

a << R . (4)

(c) The square of the thermal velocity V h of the beam ion

is much smaller than the square of the mean velocity Vz,

2
tl

V
I*» ^ « i. m

From the assumption (.&) , we use- the distribution function

for an ion layer in equilibrium described by

fo(H, Pe, Pz) = no(|b_)
7exp{-iCH-nPe-VzPz)}, (6)

where nQ, J2, V and T are constants, H is the total energy,

v z
2 ) . (7)

The canonical angular momentum Po is

V w rrVr'-

and the axial canonical momentum P is

mbV 7T

C4)



Here, A (r) and A (rQ are the Q and z components of the vector
8 z

potential of magnetic field. Without loss of generality, we

assume that both the vector potentials A (r) and A (r) vanish
9 z

at r=R.

. For the choice of the ion distributee* function in eq. (6) , the

vector potentials in equilibrium are to be calculated in a self-

consistent way from the steady-state Maxwell equations. The 9

and z components of the Maxwell equation can be expressed as

, . - 4ire. 4ire.
r 4 A ( ^ - - ^ n j v j - - - ^ - / d r v s £ 0 ( H . P , . P 0 ) >

where the local ion layer density n?(r) is defined by

nj(r) - fdr £fl(Hf ?z, P Q ) . (12)

Here, V^ and V are the mean azimuthal and axial velocities of

an ion layer in equilibrium.

Equation (6) leads to

n°(r) «nQexp f,

where V(.T) is defined by

Y(r) « rfl̂ b-A0(r) + Vz~j?A2(r) +-^r
2n2 +—-V^. (14)

(S)



It is evident from eqs.(&) and (12) that

i 2 2 2> (15)

From eq.(13), we find that the ion layer is in a so called

rigid-rotor equilibrium propagating with the mean velocity

V
Without loss of generality, R is chosen to be the radius

where *(r) has a maximum. That is,

-tr'Olr.R-0.

On the other hand, a is chosen to satisfy

f(R-a) =f(R+a) * -T. , (17)

Substituting eq.(14) into eq.(17), and making use of (the no-

tation with ~ represents the unit vector)

we obtain

which gives an equilibrium relation between ^and V . '

Now k e e p i n g t h e a s s u m p t i o n ( b ) i n m i n d , we T a y l o r - e x p a n d

e q . ( 1 4 ) a b o u t r=R , i . e . ,

=-2^(R2Q2+V2) - -|mbu
2 (r-R)2 +..., (19)

where

Vz ebB06 2 2 (20)

(6)



is the square of the radial betatron frequency of a layer ion.

2 4 i r e
h
nn

In eq. (20) , m. = 2_1L is the square of the beam-plasma frequen-

b

cy , and 6 is defined by

c2

For a thin layer, f(r) can be approximated as is drawn in

Fig.3. With the help of assumption (c), the ion density given

by eq.(13) can be approximated by

n?(r) - (n° I*-Rl<a» (21)
|r-R|>a,

Now an energy principle is developed to investigate the stabili-

ty of the plasma layer in equilibrium characterized by eqs.(6),

(13), (18), (19) and (20).

S3. Energy Principle

Let us consider C which is a combination of the constants

U, Lz, P* of motion and the entropy S,

C = U - «Lz - Vz?z - TS, (22)

where

U = /dv^nuu.2 + JL/dK(|i|2

_l_

P* = /d= /da rCn^n. + -JL-

(7)



S = /dx-dv ffx,v)ln(f(sc,T)}.

As it is, U is the energy of the total system, Lz is the z

component of the total angular momentum and P is the z com-

ponent of the total momentum. After Sudan and Rosenbluth, we

take the changes <Sf, 6n. , 6E and SB in eq. (22) . In order to

determine the changes in the plasma variables, we define

5e,i 5It5e,i = Sji

where the superscript CO on u denotes the first order with

respect to 61 or 6B. The relation 5B» V*<5A with the flux con-

3B
servation equation -g*- * ?xm *B obtained"through eq. (2) and

Faraday's law, yields

5A - Ce*B, (23)

xB. (24)

From eqs.(l) and (2), we obtain

i e ^ 7 i 5 T c !

Thus, 5--C is in the order of u/Q., where fi. is the ion cyclo-

tron frequency and oi is the frequency of the perturbation. The

changes of the first order in the plasma density is

The changes of the second order are given by

fz) fl) 0, (27)

(8)



"i "i ' e i 3t 1 i i

etc. For the change SC in C defined by eq.(22), we obtain the

following equation which includes terms correct to second

order regarding the perturbed plasma quantities,

6C * /djc-dT(^mbv
2 - mbrfive - m ^ v )6f

rS-m.(n,ta. (1) + n -
( l ) m . . C l )

+ n . M .
 C 0 ) - V / d i c 2-m-C

X X I X X X X » X

Let the system be enclosed in an infinitely conducting container

of arbitrarily large size.

Since this derivation is very much similar to the calcu-

lation by Sudan and Rosenbluth, we may show only the result of

energy principle.

3+kz-ut)}, u=io +iy. (31)

6C = |oo|2(6M+6G) -io_(«,n+kV )6G+(W!+kV ) (6J-5N)+6W +5W , , , (32)r z z c mnd

l c i2
gM = jjdx n.m. | ^ | ,

(9)



6G = J c - f ^

. e 2

6N = ~lc"'

6Wc

6Wmhd "

where
g = /.

The differences between our results and those of Sudan and

Rosenbluth are (i) B and J have two components and (ii) £ has

three components.

If ire set y=0 and we have 6C>0 for any C, then this system

is stable generally.

§4. Analysis with Energy Principle

4.1. Ion ring layer with no background plasma (n.=0)

In LIB ICF, the circumstance in the fusion chamber is not

clear. In the case of the dense background plasma (n,>>n,),
6)

the situation may not be getting worse_ We must consider the

worst case of no background plasma. In the limiting case that

cold ions are very few or entirely absent and the beam is

charge-neutralized by electrons, i.e., n,e,+n e =0, eq.(32)

reduces to,

(10)



SC = 6Wc+ 5Wmhd+|«.Q +kVz-(o|
26G. (33)

Only one restriction on the frequency comes from neglecting the

electron inertia, i.e.,

e B
iu) |<<VlTc~

and the dependence of 6G in the frequency must be retained.

4.2. Calculation of energy principle

With eq.(6) and the assumptions (b) and (c), one can readi-

ly derive

2B92

mhd 81T r 6 z 6 z r _ 2

•> B f l

B

"^^r^TV^z^e - 4-T"v-^r>'
where

2iab H i(a*b-ab*) . (35)

With the help of the force balance equation, i.e.,

| jxB = TTnb - nbmbn
2r, (36)

we obtain

, , m.r2n2 din 15 | 2

6Wc= -J/dK n b n b U j 2 ( - V + 2 + r d r ) . (37)

In the caluculation of the orbit integral g, we employ the

following approximation,

( ID



(38)

and possible resonant effects about the betatron frequency are

neglected. With the help of eqs.(5) and (38), we obtain

| JW+kV - w | 2 5 G = | J in+kV - w | 2 ( — ^ - ) / d x - d r f n ( x , T ) | g | 2

Z Z *j _ ^T v

i2

(39)

z

Combining eq. (39) with eqs.(34) and (37) leads us to»the

fact that the second, fifth and sixth terras on the right-hand

side of eq.(39) cancel the destabilizing term 5W . We thus

•obtain for fc;*0 and nifkV ,

5C

. (40)

Notice that all the terms of the right hand side of eq.(40)

except <SW , , which is a function of 5 , CQ and 5 are pro-

portional to |£ I . When we minimize <5C about CQ and £ , we

may give attention to only 6W ... With the help of the ex-

pression A=C«B -£ B , we may minimize 5W, , about A, and we

( 1 2 )



obtain in a straightforward way,

,r 2

where

1 k2-*2/r2 '
2

1 » 1 f k B
Z F B 6 ^ 23 k dB

P2 i 4 ^ ^ ^

Since the terms in the curly bracket in eq.(40) are not

negative the possible instabilities occur when ^"j^d*0- '^ w e

set k«0, then we obtain

d C 2 e 2

Thus it is clear that the most destructive instability cones

£ram l*Q mode (sausage mode).

4.3. 4*0 mode (sausage mode)

From eqs.(40) and (41), we obtain for 4*0

where

V 2 2
^ 2|q| 2 + X ^

(13)



and
i u

q = i-gy •

In order to caluculate eq.(43), it is necessary to obtain

the profiles of n, , B and Bg. With the thin layer approximation

(see eq.(4)), these profiles are obtained as given in Table.1

and Fig.4. Since 6WG is positive definite, we collect stabili-

zing and destabilizing terms in 5tf

Here the profile of € which minimizes <SC is determined

by the Euler equation, i.e.,

d 3<5C 36C
3r 3(dCr/dr)* 3^*

Since B *0 (r>R+a), we have

Cr = 0 (r>R+a). (45)

Equation (45) being taken into account, the most dangerous

profile of E is obtained directly without solving eq.(44) as

follows,

C ={ ° (46)
0 |r-R(>a,

Equations (.45) and (46) yield

and

(14)



Sett ing <5C'i?2Cn
2V Z6C and a2=R2fc2/V 2 we obtain

6C

a a

By the way, when n0=5xl0 I/cm and R=^cm, we have

—2

These parameters are typical one for LIB-ICF. Let us set

iR V

then we obtain for the marginally stable case ( Y * 0 ) ,

6C =C6+4|)a2-(6+8f)+! | a
2
+ | I |«

4q'2, (51)

where

At last we can derive the stability condition for the

sausage mode,

2 6 + 8l

Here the inverse aspect ratio (a/R) is determined by eqs.(16),

CIS)



(19) and (20). Considering eqs.(4) and (5) and taking the value

of BQ at r=R, we obtain

a 2+l+2 T
 7 = <3T\Zj(.a2 + H-2£), (53)

mbV2
2 R2

which leads to

1

Equation (54) leads us to another form of eq.(52) as follows,

a 2 > •*"*">". (55)
8+3/67T

4.5. 1-0 and o> =kV mode (sausage and tearing ' mode)r z

If the perturbation with £*0 as well as the frequency of

u> =kV occurs, the situation would be more dangerous, since

eq-(3S) is not valid and the destabilizing term SW must be

retained in this case. We obtain the following equation for

6 C in stead of eq.(51),

6C' = -| |a4+(6/6n"+4)a2-(6/6n+8), (56)

where

E =

Thus the stability condition for the sausage and tearing

mode with w =kV is

(16)



a2 < | |[ 3/6n+2+{(3/Sn+2)2-3(3/5n+4)J>7], (57)

and

(3/6n+2)2 > 3(3v/5n+4)|, (58)

which reduces to

T > 3(3*W4) ~ l_ {=0.07Cn=32), «0.41(n-l)}. (59)
b (3/6n+2)^ •5n

§5. Conclusion

We have developed an energy principle applied to an

axisynunetric, infinitely long ion layer in equilibrium in which

the azimuthal and axial currents are carried by ions. Through

our calculations, it is evident that the most fearful mode is

that of £=0 and <o »kV , and the condition (59) is obtained for

the stable propagation of long ion ring. We can apply this

principle to a LIB ICF driver.

Figure 6 shows the stable region. The stable region is

roughly specified as that satisfied by the conditions o > 1

and T/E>0.4 for n=l.

The effects which come from (i) the background ion, (ii)

the fatness of the layer, (iii) the curvature of B and (iv)
z

the resonance with the radial betatron frequency are neglected

throughout the paper. The first two effects stabilize the

system. The effect of (iii) is smaller than that of Bo-curvature.

The effect of (iv) resembles that of u>r»kV2. When a=0 fno rotation-

al motion), there is no stable region. Thus it is turned out

through this paper that the rotating layer has an advantages

from the point of view of stability for a LIB ICF driver.

(17)
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Figure and Table Captions

Fig.l Equilibrium Configuration and coordinate system.

Fig.2 Force balance of various forces acting on the beam in

9)
no conducting wall and no external magnetic field .

Fig.3 Plot of function 1>(r) [eq.(14)] vs. radial distance.

Fig.4 Plot of (a) n. (r) [eq.(21)],B B (b) B Z and B,2

D 0 Z 0 Z

in thin layer approximation (a/R<<l), when ?=2mbaWb/e,C

and W, =4ire, n_/m, .
D D U D

Fig.5 Plot of £ [ecl(46)] which is trial function for fearful

situation in this equilibrium configuration vs. radial

distance.

Fig.6 Stable region in the parameter space a -•'T/E, for u=l

(Fig.6-d) and for u=10 (Fig.6-b) -

Table.1 Equilibrium profiles of nb, B , -jr-B » BQ and-j—B-

in the ranges of 0<r<R-a, R-a<r<R+a and R+a<r, where

2
e b c

(20)



TABLE 1

0<r<R-a

R-a<r<R+a

R+a<r

0

n

0

Bl

?R0

0

d R 2
d~r D z

0

^ r - R ^

0

0

^ R > a f

Sr°e

0

-2%R*a)
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